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UNIVERSITY OF 
MASSACHUSETTS 
TURFGRASS FIELD DAY 
Our annual field day will be held on July 30 at the 
Turf plots located on Route 116 in South Deerfield at 
the base of Mt. Sugarloaf, Exits 25 91 South, 24 91 
North. Rain date July 31. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CORRECTION 
Conference Issue 1975 should read Vol. 11, 
No.1,not Vol. 10, No. 5. 
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Getting Back to Basics- Turfgrass Fertilization 
By G. S. Smith 
IFAS, Ornamental Horticulture, Gainesville 
Few horticultural professions involve the variety and 
complexity of problems one finds on a golf course. Turf-
grasses are probably the most intensively managed crop 
in agriculture and with rigid and complex maintenance 
programs come problems. If grass management was all 
that one encountered on a golf course, the problems 
would be relatively simple. But there is much more than 
grass to be concerned with. There are soils, fertilizers, 
machines, trees , shrubs, flowers , weeds, pests, chemi-
cals, irrigation systems, etc. , etc. And probably worst 
of all there are people problems! Thus the professional 
superintendent must be an agronomist, horticulturist , 
engineer, nematologist, psychologist, and ad infinitum. 
For those individuals who look at these complexities 
as challenges to their knowledge and skill, the job can be 
excee~ingly rewarding. The types of skills and expertise 
one needs to be a professional superintendent are many 
and varied. But, one does not have to have a Ph.D. in all 
these subjects. On the contrary, probably the best turf 
anagers are those individuals who have a broad and 
general understanding of the basic concepts of plants 
and soils . It is the "putting together" of all the pieces of 
basic information, in the right order, which separates a 
greens keeper from a professional golf course super-
intendent. 
One of the pieces of knowledge which is vital for 
continued success is a basic understanding of "Turfgrass 
Fertilization." Proper fertilization involves much more 
than a superficial knowledge of fertilizers . Proper fertil-
ization must include an understanding of plant nutrition, 
soil science, and fertilizers . A basic understanding of these 
three subjects is essential in managing turfgrasses as well 
as all ornamental plants. 
Plant Nutrition 
Perhaps the most basic concept one learns in plant 
science and one of the most important concepts a turf 
manager must understand is the "Theory of the Limiting 
Factor." 
Six external factors are generally recognized as ne-
cessary for normal plant growth. They are : 
1. Light-intensity, quality and duration. 
2. Heat-proper temperature for growth. 
3. Air-for leaves and roots. 
4. Water-quantity and quality. 
5. Nutrients- around 16 essential. 
6. Medium-something to grow in. 
It is very important to remember that plant growth 
is dependent upon a favorable level and combination of 
these factors and that any one of them, if lacking or out-
of-balance, can reduce or even stop plant growth. Further-
more, the factor which is least optimum will determine 
the level of growth. This theory of limiting factors can 
be simply stated as follows : 
"The level of turf production (quantity and quality) 
can be no greater than that allowed by the most 
limiting of the essential growth factors ." 
Perhaps several examples will further stress this 
important concept in turf management. 
First , consider the situation of a very shady tree. 
Obviously the grass is growing poorly. But why? The 
limiting factor concept gives the answer (see Figure 1). 
In figure 1, let the level of turf quality be represented by 
the level of water in the barrel. The water level (turf 
quality) can rise no higher than allowed by the limiting 
factor which is light. All other factors are adequate but 
quality is limited by this one essential factor . If the tree 
is thinned and the grass receives more light, the level of 
turf quality can rise accordingly. Now in this example, 
the level of quality is limited by nutrition. 
Before considering a further example, let us be 
more specific about turfgrass nutrition. 
LIGHT 
LIMITING 
Figure I. 
Essential Nutrients 
NUTRIENTS 
LIMITI NG 
All plants require certain chemical elements. These 
nutrients are called the essential elements. For an ele-
ment to be regarded as essential it must fulfill the fol-
lowing requirements : 
1. Without the element, a plant cannot complete its 
life cycle. 
2. The action of the element must be specific; no 
other element can wholly substitute for it. 
3. The element must be shown to be directly in-
volved in the nutrition of the plant. 
4. The element should be shown to be required 
for higher plants in general. 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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Around 1900 there were only 10 elements listed as 
being essential for plants. Today we recognize six addi-
tional essential elements so the list reads as follows: 
Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
Nitrogen 
Phosphorous 
Potassium 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Sulfur 
Iron Manganese 
Zinc 
Copper 
Molybdenum 
Boron 
Chlorine 
The first step in proper fertilization is to realize that 
all turfgrasses require all 16 essential elements. The nu-
trients must be present in adequate amounts and pro-
portions. The next two points to consider are: (a) Where 
do these elements come from; and (b) What do you do 
if one or more are lacking? 
Figure 2 lists the sources of the essential elements. 
Higher plants obtain most of their carbon and oxygen 
from the air. The hydrogen is derived from water. All of 
the other essential elements are obtained from the soil 
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 
MACRO NUTRIENTS MICRONUTRIENTS 
AIR 
WATER SOIL SOIL 
Carbon Nitrogen Calcium Iron Copper 
Hydrogen Phosphorous Magnesium Manganese Molybdenum 
Oxygen Potassium Sulfur Zinc Boron 
Chlorine 
Figure 2. Essential Elements Required by Turfgrasses and Their Sources. 
via plant roots, in most situations. We have very little 
influence over the supply of carbon, hydrogen and 
oxygen and fortunately these three elements are seldom 
UCKAHOE 
Indian Corner Rd. 
Slocum, R.I. 
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limiting. Ordinarily, from 94-99% of the plant is made up 
of these three elements and only 1-6% of a plant is com-
posed of the other elements. In spite of this fact, it is the · 
nutrient elements obtained from the soil which usually 
limit turf production. Fortunately, we can have a direct 
effect on the essential elements supplied by the soil solu-
tion. All of these elements can be added to the soil and 
thus to the plant through the application of various 
fertilizers. 
Now let us return to the limiting factor concept as it 
relates to turf nutrition and fertilization. Assume in this 
second example that all factors for growth are adequate 
except for nutrition (Figure 3) . A good example would be 
2 
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NITROGEN LIMITING GROWTH 
IRON SECOND MOST LIMITING 
Figure J. 
a sod suffering from lack of nitrogen. Here is the situation 
as portrayed by the barrel where nitrogen is the limiting 
factor (Figure 3). Turf quality can be no higher than that 
allowed by the level of nitrogen. If one is lucky enough to 
know that nitrogen is deficient, the problem is easily 
corrected by adding a nitrogen fertilizer. But now what 
happens? Turf quality rises until it is limited again by the 
most limiting factor. In this case, iron. So to increase 
quality any further , iron must be applied. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Merion Blends 
Penncross Bentgrass 
Big Roll Sod System 
Sod Palletized 
Delivery Anywhere 
In New England & N. Y. 
* Call Toll Free * 
800 556-6985 
R.I. Res. Call 294-3377 
Of course this example could be carried on and on. 
,Jlut where does it lead us? It leads to this conclusion. 
" All factors needed by plants-light, heat, air, water, 
and nutrients-must be available in adequate sup-
plies and proper proportions before optimum quality 
can be achieved." 
One or more factors or combinations will always 
limit turf growth. The job of a turf grower is to maintain 
adequate levels of all growth factors so that turf produc-
tion is always at an acceptable level. 
Soil Science 
Basic soil science is a second subject one must be 
familiar with when planning a fertilization program. So 
far it has been agreed that optimum quality can be 
realized once all essential growth factors are supplied in 
adequate amounts and in proper proportions. This sounds 
very simple but can actually be rather complex. We know 
which elements plants require but the problems then 
become : 
(1 ) How much of each essential element is adequate 
or optimum? 
(2) How can these elements be supplied? In what 
form and how often? 
Soil Testing 
Over the last twenty years , research in Florida has 
fairly well defined the minimum and optimum levels of 
several of the essential elements in both turfgrasses and 
soils. Table 1 summarizes the desirable soil pH range 
and minimum nutrient levels of several elements in 
soils. If these levels are maintained in the soil, deficiencies 
of these four elements should not occur. 
TABLE I. SUGGESTED SOIL pH RANGES AND MINIMUM NUTRIENT 
LEVELS FOR FLORIDA LAWN GRASSES* 
Pounds Per Acre 
Grass pH Cao MgO PzOs KzO 
(Calcium) (Magnesium) (Phosphorus) (Potassium) 
Bermuda 
St. Augustine 6.0-6.5 1200 ISO so ISO 
Zoysia 
Ba hia 
Ca rpe t 5.5-6.0 600 100 40 100 
Centipede 
* Based on acid am monium aceta te extraction. 
These soil nutrient levels are one of the measure-
ments you should use when determining a good fertiliza-
tion program. Soil testing is not, however, the cure-all for 
all your problems. Rather it is only one tool at your dis-
posal. 
A few cautions need to be stated at this point. 
There are many laboratories which analyze soils and most 
are reliable. Choose one lab and let them do the testing 
and give recommendations. Do not try to compare labs 
and their recommendations. Testing procedures vary 
from lab to lab and from state to state and their fertiliza-
tion recommendations are based on their own testing 
procedures. Soil tests are only useful if they have been 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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ARANDREW TURF FARMS, INC 
1338 RIVER BLVD., SUFFIELD, CONN. 
TELEPHONE 203-668-2076 
617-821-1065 
QUALITY SOD SINCE 1957 
• Merion Bluegrass 
• Merion/Fescue Mixtures 
• Penncross Bentgrass 
• 0217 Fylking Bluegrass 
• Karandrew Bluegrass Blends 
All Sod Delivered on Pallets 
and Unloaded on Job Site. 
Over 400 Producing Areas 
BOSTON AREA REPRESENTATIVE 
SAMUEL S. MITCHELL 
BUNTON 
LAWN LARK 
15 Longmeadow Drive 
Canton, Mass. 
BURT OR 
MOWllS e Tl1MMllS 
The Heavy Duty Line. One year 
, warranty on complete unit be-
~ cause it is built for heavy 
duty commercial use. 
Power turning, trim with either side, six forward speeds, 
mows without scalping, mows grades up to 45° , rider at-
tadtqient optional. 24" to 52" cuts. Ask about new 
21", 4 H.P. self-propelled. 
BUNTON TRIMMERS 
Trim and edge with either 
side, 811 , IO", 12" cuts. 
BUNTON "C-TWENTY ONE" 
Heavy, reinforced frame and ad-
justable handles, extra-life engine, 
up to 5 H.P., machined-steel 
blade driver and ball bearing 
steel wheels. 
For additional information, write Dept. WT 
ALLEN LAWNMOWER CO. 
20 River St., West Springfield, Mass. 
Phone 733-7837 - Sales & Service 
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correlated with turf responses. So, again, use one reputable 
lab and follow their programs unless they seem way out 
of line. 
The University of Florida Soil Testing Lab will 
routinely give you the following information: soil texture, 
organic matter, pH, and the pounds per acre of calcium, 
magnesium, phosphorous and potassium. Nitrogen is 
also reported but values are of little use. The example 
shown here would be a very good nutritional level for 
growing bermudagrass. Use your soil analysis results 
to help you decide on a fertilizer program. 
An obvious shortcoming of soil testing is this-it 
only tells you the levels of Ca, Mg, P, K and soil Ph. It 
does not provide information of levels of S, Fe, Mn, Zn, 
Cu , Mo, B and gives little useful data on N in the soil. 
Luckily, these elements, with the exception of nitrogen, 
are required in relatively small amounts and need be 
supplied fairly infrequently. Also, they are often applied 
as constituents of other fertilizers such as natural 
organics. 
Fertilizers 
A detailed discussion of all the fertilizers used on 
turf is beyond the scope of this paper. For information 
on basic turf fertilizers I would refer you to the paper by 
Mr. Ralph F. Jones entitled "Fertilizers-Basic Chemi-
cals," published in the 1969 FT-GA Proceedings. For a 
very comprehensive publication on fertilizers , obtain a 
copy of " Fertilizers and Fertilization," by Dr. G. M. Volk, 
Soils Chemist, University of Florida. This Extension Bul-
letin may still be available from your County Extension 
Service. Specific turfgrass fertilization recommendations 
can be found in the Extension Circular 357, "Turfgrass 
Fertilization" by H. G. Meyers and G. C. Horn. 
The remainder of this discussion will cover general 
types of fertilizers used on turfgrasses, understanding 
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the fertilizer tag and sources and characteristics of pri-
mary plant foods. 
The Fertilizer Tag 
First of all let us take a close look at a fertilizer tag. 
An understanding of the fertilizer label can prevent many 
problems such as waste of money, waste of materials , 
damage to turf and needless expenditures for materials 
containing unnecessary components or the wrong kind of 
ingredients. 
Fertilizers are identified by analysis and/ or by brand 
name. The more common commercial fertilizers are 
usually known by the analyses numbers such as 6-6-6 or 
16-4-8. Many specialty fertilizers are referred to by brands 
such as Blue Chip, Milorganite, Turf Special, etc. Regard-
less of how the material is named , the important informa-
tion must be printed on the label. 
The analyses numbers, such as 6-6-6 or 16-4-8 give the 
percent nitrogen, available phosphoric acid, and water-
soluble potash, respectively. The numbers represent 
percentages or units in fertilizer terminology. Thus a 100-
pound bag of 16-4-8 contains 16 pounds of nitrogen, 4 
pounds of available phosophoric acid and 8 pounds of 
water-soluble potash. These three elements are called 
the available primary plant foods and are often used as 
the name of the fertilizer , for example, 16-4-8. 
In addition to the primary elements, the fertilizer 
may contain secondary plant foods. These are also re-
ported on the label, at the bottom, if they are guaranteed 
present. The secondaries include calcium, magnesium, 
sulfur, manganese, zinc, copper, boron, iron and moly-
bdenum. The last six (Cu, Mn, Zn, B, Fe, Mo) are called 
micronutrients. 
The label also gives you the materials from which 
the fertilizer has been made. This information is listed 
beside the derived from statement. Chlorine content is 
also listed since it may be injurious to some plants. 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
IRRIGATION SUPPLIES 
POWER EQUIPMENT 
CRANBERRY HIGHWAY • WEST WAREHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 02576 • (617) 295-1553 
Sources and Characteristics of Primary Plant Foods 
/ With a closer look at the fertilizer label you will see 
that the percent nitrogen is subdivided into four different 
forms . Since nitrogen is the backbone of your fertilization 
program and the major expense, it is critical to under-
stand the different types of nitrogen and the advantages 
and disadvantages of each. In most instances , a satisfac-
tory fertilization program can be achieved using any one 
or combination of many nitrogen materials. However, it 
is absolutely essential to understand the characteristics 
of each material and to use them accordingly. 
The four forms of nitrogen listed on the label are : 
nitrate N, ammoniacal N, water-soluble organic N (a very 
misleading form of N) and water-insoluble N. 
Rather than discussing these forms individually, let's 
look at the types of N fertilizers as they are related to turf 
availability and response. For ease of discussion, nitrogen 
fertilizers may be divided into three groups: (1) immedi-
ately soluble and available sources, (2) synthetic organic 
sources, and (3) natural organic sources. 
In the immediately available group is ammonium 
nitrate, ammonium sulfate, calcium nitrate , nitrate of 
soda, and urea, a material often listed as a synthetic 
organic source. This form of nitrogen, urea , should be 
considered as equivalent to ammoniacal N since it is 
readily available. It should never be thought of as a slowly 
available organic nitrogen source. These fertilizers are 
often called solubler, readily available, inorganic or 
chemical N fertilizers. They contain nitrate and/or 
ammoniacal nitrogen and they have the following ad-
vantages and disadvantages : 
Inorganic Nitrogen Sources 
Advantages 
Readily available N 
Low cost per unit of N 
Can easily control N levels 
Little problem of residual N 
May have greater efficiency 
Disadvantages 
Leach readily 
High salinity potential 
Danger of fertilizer burn 
Must be applied at low rates , 
frequently 
High Labor costs since 
frequently applied 
Acid forming 
In the natural organic category are materials such as 
activated and digested sewage sludges, guano, cotton-
seed meal, castor pomace, and certain animal by-products. 
Practically all of the nitrogen in these products is water-
insoluble N. Water-insoluble Nitrogen cannot be used 
directly by the plant but must be converted to ammoni-
acal and nitrate nitrogen by soil micro-organisms. 
Natural Organic Nitrogen Sources 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Slow release of N, thus no May be very expensive 
rapid growth flushes; less Don't release Nin cool 
subject to leaching weather 
Seldom burn turf Usually low in N so large 
Can apply more at one time volume must be 
so reduced labor costs handled 
Supply P , Kand Micronutrients Less control over N levels 
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The last group to consider are the synthetic organic 
nitrogen materials. If urea is not considered in this group 
for reasons already covered, it includes only two types , 
urea formaldelyde and isobutylidine diurea. The former 
is commonly called UF or ureaform, while the latter is 
known as IBDU. 
Ureaform is a material containing about 38% nitrogen 
made by chemically combining urea and formaldelyde . 
This material must be converted to ammoniacal and 
nitrate nitrogen by soil organisms before it can be used 
by plants. However, it does contain some simple urea 
whose nitrogen is immediately available. For the most 
UF materials, approximately one-third of the nitrogen 
is rapidly available, one-third moderately available, and 
one-third so slowly available that it must be built up to 
considerable quantity in the soil to release nitrogen in 
significant amounts. 
Since UF fertilizers are high analyses, light weight, 
slow release materials they combine easy handling, safety 
in application and low application costs. Their disad-
vantages include high cost per unit of nitrogen, poor 
effectiveness in cold, wet periods, and high residual 
levels needed for prolonged nitrogen release. 
IBDU is a relatively recent addition to the synthetic 
organic nitrogen category. It contains 31 % nitrogen and 
releases nitrogen slowly as the particle dissolves in the 
soil water. IBDU releases nitrogen even in cool weather 
since it is not directly dependent on soil microorganisms 
for conversion to an available form. Several advantages 
of IBDU are its lack of superfluous, rapidly available 
nitrogen which produces excessive flushes of growth and 
its apparent safety even when applied at high rates. 
IBDU is not, however , the perfect material for turf fertili-
zation. It has a high cost per unit of nitrogen and releases 
nitrogen constantly as long as soil moisture is available. 
This means that too much nitrogen could be released 
during rainy periods or under heavy irrigation, even when 
turf may be needing little nitrogen. Also, a satisfactory 
fertilization program with IBDU will be dependent upon 
a well designed and operating irrigation system. 
Now just a few comments on phosphorous and po-
tassium fertilizers . These materials are applied much less 
frequently than nitrogen. They may be applied in com-
binations with nitrogen in complete fertilizers or in-
dividually in various materials. 
Available phosphorous comes mainly from super-
phosphate, ammonaited superphosphate and triple 
superphosphate. Maintain the soil P level at 50 pounds 
per acre as determined by our soil test. Most golf greens 
contain enough P from complete fertilizations in the 
past to last many years. 
Potassium levels can be adjusted as indicated by 
soil tests by addition of materials like muriate of potash, 
sulfate of potash magnesia, nitrate of potash, sulfate of 
potash and nitrate of soda potash. A general rule of thumb 
to remember is to apply 2 1/2 to 5 pounds of K per 1,000 
sq. ft. per year or about 1 pound of potassium for every 
3-4 pounds of nitrogen applied. 
(Continued on Page 9) 
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Sometimes it's better 
to hear it from some 
one else ... 
Here "s what Berkleg Carter of Tuckahoe 
x 
"I use Baron for every acre 
of bluegrass I grow. 
Turf Farms .. Slocum .. R.I. has to sag about Baron gives what you guys call in your advertising . . . 
a tight-fisted root system. 
It holds together .. .I can 
shake it like a rug." ban_o)h KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS II U.S. Dwarf Variety Plant Patent No. 3186 
"Of all the bluegrasses, 
Baron is resistant to more 
diseases. I've had two differ-
ent bluegrass fields side by 
side and Baron always shows 
more resistance. It holds up 
its color throughout the 
season with a mmimum of 
water and fertilizer ." 
... 
, 
~ ~ 
0 ~ 
0 ~~"1 
MEMBER 
"When I need a herbicide, 
Baron can take the shocks 
better without streaks or 
setbacks. It is an agiressive 
grass needing only mmimum 
maintenance practices.'' 
"Baron comes up fast .. . 
that's important to me. I 
want to see fuzz in 7 days 
so that the soil is protected 
as soon as possible. " 
"It's hard enough getting the 
seedbed ready; I'm not going 
to spoil everything with a 
poor quality seed. I don't 
know why every sod grower 
doesn't use Baron." 
" " i\nd your Jamestown Fescue is great too. 
Jam~stown is perfect for a bluegrass blend, 
particularly Baron. It has great exe appeal and 
when sod is needed for suri ano shaoe areas 
Jamestown/Baron really go well together. 
One more comment from Berkley ... "When 
you 've got a good thing going - stick with it. " 
There's not much more we can add except 
that Lofts Pedigreed Seed Company .or any 
authorized distributor is nearby wherever you 
grow sod. 
Excluaive North American Grower and Oietrlbutor: 
Lofts 
Pedigreed Seed, Inc. 
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 / (201) 356-8700 
*Tuckahoe Turf Farms, growers of 600 acres of cultivated 
sod is one of the largest sod farms in New England. 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Summary 
~- If I can possibly summarize this discussion on turf 
fertilization, it might be something like this : 
A healthy, well-maintained golf course can be a 
beautiful landscape which has great functional and 
aesthetic value. However, such an environment doesn't 
just happen! It is the result of a lot of hard work and is 
realized only if its plants are grown under near ideal con-
ditions. This includes adequate light, air, water , proper 
temperatures, a suitable soil to grow in and a supply of 
essential nutrients. 
A good fertilization program is a vital part of your 
management system and one tool you have control over. 
Proper fertilization involves a basic understanding of 
plant nutrition, soil science and fertilizers . 
There is probably no single magical fertilizer or 
fertilization program even though there are frequent 
claims to that effect. First, realize that all plants require 
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the same essential elements in proper amounts and pro-
portions. Several nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorous 
and potassium are required in much greater quantities 
that others but all 16 are essential. Secondly, use soil 
testing only as a guide to help you decide when and how 
much phosphorous, potassium, calcium and magnesium 
are needed and if soil pH needs to be adjusted. And 
finally, design a nitrogen fertilization program to pro-
duce acceptable quality turf for your particular golf 
course. In most instances, a satisfactory nitrogen fertili-
zation program can be achieved using one or several 
materials. The critical thing is to understand the charac-
teristics of each material and to use them accordingly. 
One material may be easier to apply, safer, less expensive 
to buy or apply, or more effective than another in any 
given situation. But, there is no perfect recipe for all 
turf. You must formulate your "best" program for your 
conditions. You can achieve this goal if you understand 
the basic principles we have covered in this discussion. 
Carefree Herbaceous Perennials For Gardens and Borders 
By Andrew C. Robinson 
A carefree herbaceous perennial is a plant that is 
grown mainly for its attractive flowers or foliage, that dies 
back to ground level in the winter , and resumes growth in 
the spring. It lives for three or more years and is relatively 
undemanding in its cultural requirements. 
It must be remembered that a carefree perennial 
does require some form of attention (water during 
drought periods, pruning off dead flowers) , as do all 
plants, but this attention can be minimized through the 
proper selection of plant material. 
Following is a list of the guidelines which I used for 
selecting carefree herbaceous perennials : 
1. Fully hardy in Massachusetts. 
2. Will not have to be divide for at least five years , 
usually longer, or only when an increase is desired. 
3. Have no serious insect or disease problems. 
4. Require no staking or support under normal condi-
tions. 
5. Tolerate different soil types and light conditions. 
6. Grow well in soil of average fertility. 
7. Have foliage that remains attractive throughout the 
growing season. 
8. Are not invasive. 
9. Relatively long-lived. 
Consideration should be given to the following vari-
ables : 
1. Severely cold or wet winters can kill or set back her-
baceous plant material. 
2. Insects or disease may be more prevalent some years 
and therefore require some form of control. 
3. Some plants may require staking or support if in a 
windy location, or if luxuriant growth has been in-
duced by over-fertility of the soil. 
4. Sometimes certain perennials become invasive when 
encouraged by over-fertility of the soil, or over-water-
ing. 
5. Herbaceous perennials are long-lived but do not 
necessarily live forever . 
The following list of herbaceous perennials for the 
border or garden is organized by plant family. They are 
(Continued on Page 11) 
TRY OUR PESTICIDES 
LIQUID & SOLUBLE FERTILIZERS 
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quali ty products 
for turf maintenance 
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MARIETTA, OHIO 45750 
Area Representatives: 
Kenneth B. Turner, Jr., 613-263-7526 
Frank Downey, 413-596-3009 
John Murphy, 203-325-0967 
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Back and Beyond 
by Joseph Troll 
University of Massachusetts 
There was very little winter injury of turfgrass last 
year. Some evidence of ice damage was noted but it was 
inconsequential. Grey Snow Mold was severe in some 
areas, especially on fairway turf , and several turf man-
agers reported that Chlorneb failed to prevent it. 
Late winter and early this spring rainfall was ample, 
but the month of May was probably one of the driest and 
hottest on record. Lack of natural precipitation, if any 
consolation, can help reduce the number of turf main-
tenance problems that arise because of excessive rainfall. 
One problem is disease. The one disease that appeared 
early this Spring was Leaf Spot caused by a species of 
Hehninthosporium. There are a number of Hehninthos-
porium species and most fine turfgrasses are infected by 
one or more of them. One species, most damaging to Ken-
tucky bluegrass, causes a disease known as " melting-out" . 
There can be two stages of development of the melt-
ing-out disease. Leaf Spot is first seen as a small purple 
dot anywhere on the leaf. The infected area can enlarge 
and, as it does, the center of the lesion turns brown. 
Lesions also occur on the sheath which, when severe, 
girdle it and the leaf falls off. The leaf spot phase is 
favored by cool, wet weather occurring in the spring or 
fall . According to Couch 1 , the disease is favored by high 
nitrogen fertilization and injury is greater under close 
mowing. When conditions continue to favor disease de-
velopment, the crowns and roots of new grass plants can 
become infected in the spring. In warm, relatively dry 
summer weather the second stage can develop. The or-
ganism infects the crown, rhizomes and roots causing 
plants to rot. 
Another Hehninthosporium species causes a leaf spot 
on Kentucky bluegrass, annual bluegrass, creeping bent-
grass, and creeping red fescue. Infection takes place dur-
ing warm humid weather, generally in late spring, and be-
comes severe when the weather turns warm and wet. The 
leaf lesions of the disease, Hehninthosporium Leaf Spot, 
are similar in appearance to spots of " melting-out" but in-
fection of the sheath is not common. The organism also in-
fects the crowns and roots of the plant. 
Still another species of Helminthosporium causes a 
disease known as "Red Leaf Spot" . The fungus infects 
most bentgrasses. Red leaf spot is favored by wet weather 
and is first seen in late spring, becoming most prevalent 
in July and August. Leaf lesions are circular, light tan-
colored, and have a reddish-brown border. Infected leaves 
can wither and plants appear drought stricken, particu-
larly following periods of prolonged wet weather. 
There are several other different Hehninthosporium 
1 Couch, H. B. 1973. Diseases of Turfgrasses. Robert E. Krieger Pub-
lishing Co. , New York. 
organisms, each of which can cause an infection of a spe-
cific grass species. Ryegrass, Bermudagrass and others 
are susceptible to at least one of these organisms. There 
are cultivars of Kentucky bluegrass resistant to both 
" melting-out" and Hehninthosporium Leaf Spot disease 
but their resistance is not necessarily the same for both 
diseases. Any one of a number of chemicals will control 
the leaf spot stage of the various Hehninthisporium-
caused diseases. However, if the weather continues to 
favor leaf spot infection it may be necessary to apply a 
fungicide every 5 to 7 days. 
The warm days in May caused an early appearance 
of other turfgrass pests. Crabgrass, sod-web worm, chinch 
bug and, in some areas, beetle grubs were noted . 
There have been reports of Chlordane-resistant grubs 
found in New Haven, Connecticut, and several sections of 
New York State. If you suspect or find Chlordane resist-
ance, Diazinon can be used but its residual life is short. 
I want to again thank both the alumni and the golf 
clubs who contributed to our turfgrass research fund. I 
also want to remind and to invite all turf managers and 
other interested people to the University of Massachu-
setts' Second Annual Turf Field Day. It will be held July 
30 (rain date July 31) on our South Deerfield plots. 
NITRO FORM® 
organic nitrogen 
the professwnal turfkeeper • •• 
Nitroform® fertilizer is for tightfisted profes-
sional turf men and sod growers. It helps keep 
costs down because it is long-lasting, slow-
release organic nitrogen ... concentrated to 
38% . Nonburning and odorless, Nitroform 
also resists leaching and builds a residual. It 
comes in two forms: 
STH 7 3 - ~ 
For granular applications use 
BLUE CHIP® organic nitrogen 
The Coursekeeper 
For spray application use 
POWDER BLUET"organic nitrogen 
The Greenskeeper 
I Turf & Horticultural Products Synthetics Department HERCULES INCORPORATED HERCULES Wilmington, Delaware 19899 
(Continued from Page 9) 
~,_ranged in order of their development, following L. H. 
Bailey's 'Manual of Cultivated Plants'. The list of plants 
is based on my observation of said plants growing in my 
own herbaceous perennial garden and at the University 
of Massachusetts Suburban Experiment Station Perennial 
Garden, 240 Beaver St., Watham, Mass. 
The list does not include all the species, varieties or 
cultivars of a given genus or species, as this would make 
the list too complex, even though, without questions , 
there are many more species of valuable merit. 
The different species mentioned, therefore , are only 
those herbaceous perennials that I am familiar with or 
that are most commonly grown in gardens. 
SCIENTIFICNAME -FAMILY- COMMON NAME 
Commelinaceae 
Tradescantia virginiana Common Spiderwort 
T. bracteata 
Hemerocallis sp. 
Hosta plantaginea 
H. ventricosa 
H. glauca 
H. fertunei 
H. erromena 
H. lancifolia 
H. undulata 
H. decorata 
Iris sibirica 
Liliaceae 
Day-Lily 
Fragrant Plantain-Lily 
Blue Plantain-Lily 
Short-Cluster Plantain-Lily 
Tall-Cluster Plantain-Lily 
Midsummer Plantain-Lily 
Narrow-Leaved Plantain-Lily ' 
Wavy-Leaved Plantain-Lily 
Blunt Plantain-Lily 
lridaceae 
Siberian Iris 
Caryophyllaceae 
Gypsophila puniculata Babys-Breath 
G. repens 
Lychnis chalcedonica 
L. viscaria 
Saponaria ocymoides 
Maltese Cross 
German Carchfly 
Soapwort 
Ranunculaceae 
Aconitum carmichaelii Monkshood 
A. napellus 
Cimicifuga dahurica 
C. racemosa 
Helleborous niger 
H. orientalis 
Paconia sp. 
Thalictrum aquilegifolium 
T. dipterocarpum 
T. minus 
T. rocquebrunianum 
T. speciosissimum 
Trollius asiatius 
T. europaeus 
T. ladebouri 
T. pumilus 
Dahurian Bugbane 
Bug bane 
Christmas Rose 
Peony 
Columbine Meadowrue 
Y nnon Meadowrue 
Low Meadowrue 
Lavender Mist 
Dusty Meadowrue 
Globe Flower 
Ledebour Globe Flower 
Dwarf Globe Flower 
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Berberidaceae 
Epimedium grandiflorum 
E. pinnatum 
Fumariaceae 
Dicentra canadensis 
D. cucullaria 
D. eximia 
D. specta bills 
Crassulaceae 
Sedum spectabile 
Saxifragaceae 
Astilbe arendsii 
A. chinensis 
Bergenia cordifolia 
B. crassifolia 
Heuchera sanguinea 
Rosaceae 
Aruncus sylvester 
Filipendula hexapetala 
F. purpurea 
F . rubra 
F . ulmaria 
Poterium obtusum 
Leguminosae 
Baptisia australis 
Cassia marylandica 
Thermopsis caroliniana 
Geranium cinereum 
G. dalma ticum 
G. endresii 
G. grandiflorum 
G. ibericum 
G. sanguineum 
Dictamnus albus 
Geraniaceae 
Rutaceae 
TURF BULLETIN 
Barrenwort 
Squirrel Corn 
Dutchmans-Breeches 
False Bleeding-Heart 
Bleeding-Heart 
Showy Stone Crop 
Astilbe 
Heartleaf Bergonia 
Leather Bergonia 
Coral Bells 
Goats-Beard 
Dropwort 
Queen-of-the-Prairie 
Queen-of-the-Meadow 
Burnet 
False Indigo 
False Lupine 
Cranes bill 
Gas Plant 
Euphorbiaceae 
Euphorbia corollata 
E . epithymoides 
E. myrsinites 
Hibiscus moscheutos 
Sidalcea sp. 
Lythrum salicaria 
L. virgatum 
Malvaceae 
Lythraceae 
Spurge 
Rose Mallow 
Loosestrife 
(Continued on Page 13) 
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... a product of 
man's ingenuity! 
created by 
laboratory 
breeding 
Man's pl ant breed ing efforts have successfull y 
revolutionized agri culture and hort icu lture bu t never 
Ken tu cky B lueg rass. NOW, for the f irst t ime, 10 
YEAR S OF MAN- CONTR O LLED PARENTA G E 
BREEDING brin gs us ADELPHI KENTUCK Y BLUE-
G RASS . with most o f the de ~::-:::!b!c featu i t.:> t-1oped 
for in turf! 
RATED NO. 1 
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ADELPHI ... 
in 7 YEARS OF UNIVERSITY TESTING for 
OVERALL PERFORMANCE and THE ABILITY TO 
PRODUCE MARKETABLE SEED 
the "test·tube" 
~lawn grass 
A First in Turf! 
MAN-MADE 
•ADELPHI GROWS NATURALLY 
to a DEEPER, RICH GREEN 
COLOR which it maintains 
throughout the entire 
growing season! 
•ADELPHI YIELDS TURF OF 
EXCELLENT DENSITY due to 
good rhizome and 
tiller development! 
• l 
U.S. Plant Patent No. 3150 
• ADELPHl°'IS LOW GROWING 
indicating tolerance to 
close mowing! 
• ADELPHI EXHIBITS GOOD 
RESISTANCE TO COMMON 
DISEASES such as Stripe Smut, 
Leaf Spot, Typhula Snow 
Mold, Crown Rot 
and Leaf Rust! 
For details conta9t: 
J & L ADIKES, Inc. • VAUGHAN-JACKLIN CORP. 
Jamaica, New York 11423 Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 
(Continued from Page 11) 
Ernygium alpinum 
E . amethystinum 
E . bourgatii 
E. planum 
Umbelliferae 
Eryage 
Sea Holly 
Eryage 
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Scabiosa eaucasica 
Adenophora confusa 
Campanula glomerata 
C. lactiflora 
C. latifolia 
C. persicifolia 
TURF BULLETIN 
Dipsacaceae 
Seabiesa 
Campanulaceae 
Ladybells 
Clustered Bellflower 
Milky Bellflower 
Great Bellflower 
Peach-Leaved Bellflower Primulaceae 
Lysimachia clethroides 
L. punctata 
Gooseneck Loosestrife 
Yellow Loosestrife 
Platycodon grandiflorum 
Compositae 
Balloon Flower 
Achillea filipendulina Fernleaf Yarrow 
Common Yarrow 
Japanese Pearly Everlasting 
Silver Mound Artemisia 
Persian Centaurea 
Globe Centaurea 
Mountain Bluet 
Plumbaginaceae 
Limonium latifolium 
L. tataricum 
Apocynaceae 
Amsonia tabernaemontana 
A. Ciliata 
Asclepiadaceae 
Asclepias tuberosa 
Polemoniaceae 
Polemonium caeruleum 
Sea-Lavender 
Amsonia 
Butterfly Weed 
Jacobs-Ladder 
A. millefolium 
Anaphalis yedoensis 
Artemisia schmidtiana 
Centaurea dealbata 
C. macrocephala 
C. montana 
C. ruthenica 
Chrysthanthemum coccineum 
Echinacea angustifolia 
E. purpurea 
Echinops 'Taplow Blue' 
E . ritre 
P . reptans Creeping Jacobs-Ladder 
E . spaerocephalus 
Helenium autumnale 
H. hoopsei 
Painted Daisy 
Coneflower 
Purple Coneflower 
Globe Thistle 
Steel Globe Thistle 
Common Globe Thistle 
Snnezewood 
Beraginaceae 
Brunnera macrophylla 
Pulmonaria angustifolia 
P. saccharata 
Stachys lanata 
S. macrantha 
Chelone glabra 
C. lyonii 
C.obliqua 
Penstemon sp. 
Veronica sp. 
Labiatae 
Scrophulariaceae 
Siberian Bugloss 
Lungwort 
Bethlehem-Sage 
Lambs-Ears 
Big Betony 
White Turtlehead 
Pink Turtlehead 
Rose Turtlehead 
Penstemon 
Speedwell 
Heliopsis helianthoides 
H. serabra 
Inula ensifolia 
Liatrus pycnostachya 
L. scariesa 
L. spicata 
Ligularia clivorum 
Solidage hybrids 
Stokesia laevi s 
Heliopsis 
Inula 
Gayfeather 
Tall Gayfeather 
Groundsel 
Goldenrod 
Strokes Aster 
Special appreciation goes to Professor A. W. Bois-
court, Plant and Soil Science Department of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst, Mass., for his assistance 
in the compilation of this list and for his guidance and en-
thusiasm which spurred my own interest in this field of 
study. 
.. 
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NEWS 
New Lifting Technique 
Accepted 
The "Safety Tips" article, in the 1973 March-April 
issue of Fertilizer Solutions, contained the then-accepted 
most popular technique for lifting an object. This tech-
nique was taught, and its use was advocated, by most 
professional trainers. The problem with the technique 
was that , in many instances, it was not effective enough. 
Dr. B. T. Davies , an English physician and authority 
on body mechanics, has developed a new technique for 
lifting. It involves seven steps in the use of the body to 
form a perfect lifting unit. The technique is gaining wide 
acceptance in many industries, and it should be used by 
anyone who, even occasionally, is required to perform 
manual lifting. The technique is easily learned by refer-
ence to different body parts, as follows: 
The Feet 
Feet should be parted, witti one foot along side the 
object being lifted and the other slightly back. If the feet 
are comfortably spread , greater stability is achieved, and 
the rear foot is in position for the upward thrust of the lift. 
The Back 
Use the squat-down position and keep the back 
straight-but remember that straight does not mean 
vertical. A straight back keeps the spine, back muscles, 
and organs of the body in correct alignment. It minimizes 
the compression of the stomach that can cause hernia. 
The Chin 
Tuck in the chin so the neck and head continue the 
straight line. Tucking the chin helps keep the spine 
straight and firm. 
The Palm 
Using the palm of the hand is one of the most im-
portant elements of correct lifting. The fingers and the 
hand are extended around the object you are going to 
lift-using the full palm. Fingers alone have very little 
power-you need the strength of your entire hand. 
The Arms and Elbows 
The load should be drawn close, and the arms and 
elbows should be tucked into the side of the body. When 
the arms are held away from the body, they lose strength 
and power. Keeping the arms tucked in also helps keep 
body weight centered. 
Body Weight 
The body should be positioned so that the weight 
of the body is centered over the feet. This provides a 
more powerful line of thrust and also ensures better 
balance. The lift is started with a thrust of the rear foot. 
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The Legs 
Lift straight up by straightening your legs . 
Other important points to remember during th 
manual handling of equipment or material are as follows: 
Twisting during a lift is one of the most common 
causes of back injury. By simply turning the forward 
foot out and pointing it in the direction of the eventual 
movement, the greatest danger of injury by twisting is 
avoided. 
Avoid awkward body positions while lifting. Shift 
your body until you can make a straight lift by pushing up 
with the more powerful leg muscles; never lift with your 
back. 
If the object(s) has to be lifted to a position above 
the waist, do not try to do it in one motion. First, get the 
load waist high, then rest it on a support while you change 
your grip. Bend your knees again to get your leg muscles 
into the final lift. 
When an object is being carried , do not try to change 
its position or adjust your grip while you are in motion. 
Stop and rest the load on a support. Then make the 
change. 
To set the load down, just follow the lifting procedure 
in reverse. Bend your legs, not your back. Always set 
one corner down first, then slide your hands out so they 
will not get pinched. 
Reprinted w ith perm ission from FERTILIZER SOLUTIONS, V ol. 19, 
No. 1, 19 75. 
Fungicides 
3336 Turf Fungicide 
A broad spectrum syste mi c fu n91c1d e 
that pre ve nt s and con t rols a ll six m a1o r 
turf di seases. 
Bromosan Turf Fungicide 
The newest broad spec trum sy stemic fun gi -
cid e for those pe rsistent troubl e areas. 
Caddy 
PMAS(l0%) 
Spotrete 
Granular Turf Fungicide 
Cad-Trete 
MCPP 
MCPP Plus 2,4-D 
Methar 80 
Methar 30 
AMA Plus 2,4-D 
AMA (Super Methar) 
Specialties 
All Wet 
Clear Spray 
Tru-Green 
Grass-Green zit 
1lJJt•1 <LIARJ 
CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 10, Somerset, N.J. 08873 
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Vandalism on Golf Courses 
By Superintendent; Frederick J. Swochak Jr., 
of Amherst Country Club, Amherst, MA. 
Vandalism : Willful or malicious destruction or defacement 
of public or private property. 
I think one of our most destructive social diseases is 
vandalism and can be classified up there in the top ten. 
Thousands and probably millions of dollars a year are lost 
to vandals and their desire to destroy whatever they get 
their hands on. 
The finger is pointed at the younger generation when 
it comes down to a lot of the destruction but you can't 
blame them for all of it. It 's probably just a reflection of 
the family and the people who brought them up. 
Littering of golf courses and parks with beer cans, 
candy wrappers and cigarettes are not the fault of the 
younger crowd. These are responsible people that are not 
even aware that they are defacing property with their 
garbage. This is picked up by the people who watch them 
the most, their kids . 
If you live in the poorer parts of the cities, you will 
bear a lot of the vandalism. Most of the problems stem 
from deep frustration from within the families that are 
trapped there. It's not there fault that they were brought 
up poor, but it's making there dilemma more pronounced, 
by causing more damage. 
I can relate to some of this activity as a kid. Hallo-
ween is a time of the year when the chief of police should 
take a leave of absence. In fact he should take all his be-
longings too. Putting s - - - and leaves in a mailbox and 
setting it on fire was one trick. Throwing water balloons 
at passing cars was another. The waxing and breaking of 
windows always seemed to become popular at that time. 
This activity stems from the old saying that boys will 
be boys. Well I think a lot of it is happening because there 
isn 't enough outlets for not only young people but the 
older generation. If you have a bad day, don ' t take it out 
on a green or a tree , but beat the heck out of your women. 
Golf courses have always been hit hard by vandalism. 
It's not an invigorating subject to write about but I think 
you should be enlightened to the bear facts about this 
disease. 
Millions of rounds of golf are played each year 
throughout the world , and the number is increasing. The 
traffic alone is enough for the superintendent. The un-
fixed ball marks , and the scuffing of spikes on greens is_ 
a problem. Unreplaced divots in tees and fairways don't 
even count as vandalism. 
Ten percent of your budget is disappearing before 
your eyes because of vandalism each year . Money usually 
isn 't alotted for this destruction. It's usually passed down 
the line and the members of the club have to cough up 
the money in the end. 
In the following I will be giving a short story of several 
golf courses that weathered quite a bit of vandalism. The 
types and extent of damages will be mentioned. At the 
end I will give an average loss per year per golf course. 
The name of the golf course will be used but the name of 
the superintendent will be left out in most cases . 
Ludlow Country Club. 
The setting of this course makes it a good spot for 
vandals . It's an older course with a lot of houses lining 
different holes. This Super has been here Five years . He 
has been at war with the vandals the same number of 
years. 
Spring cleanup will be complicated for him this year 
(Continued on Page 17 ) 
E. ROSS SA WT ELLE 
SAWTELLE BROTHERS 
( 1905 - 1964) 
CHESTER M. SAWTELLE 
565 Humphrey St. (Route 129) 
(Former New Ocean House Convention Hall) 
SWAMPSCOTT, MASSACHUSETTS 
-OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE -
Telephone SWAMPSCOTT 
599-4856 
P.O. Box 267 
Turf Meinteodnce Equipment and Supplies for Golf Courses - Per~ Oepertmenh - Estates - Airports - Highways - Cemeteries - s~hools .and .Colleges - Institutions 
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Order turf grass seed, crownvetch ground 
cover and fertilizer products from the Stanford Seed Company. 
@k1Eng0Sh GRASS SEED 
Choose from a wide selection of the newest turfgrass varieties developed to provide 
a low-maintenance, uniform turf that resists disease and withstands severe weather conditions. 
Pre-mixed Old English blends, and custom-blending for particular commercial usages. 
KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS FESCUES RYEGRASS 
BONNIEBLUE SYDSPORT CREEPING RED PENNFINE 
PEN NSTAR PRATO PENN LAWN MANHA TIAN 
FYLKING MERION CHEWINGS PELO 
NUGGET KOKET Pa Lo Mo Ra 
NOR LEA 
CROWNVETCH 
Excellent erosion control when the use of turfgrass is impractical , especially on steep slopes 
and embankments Its hardy plants crowd out weeds, require almost no maintenance. and 
never have to be mowed. Get Stanford 's Penngift, Chemung or Emerald . 
FERTILIZER PRODUCTS 
The positive way to keep grass green , growing and healthy, year after year 
Sod Food. . . . (12-4-8) ... .... (professional formula ) 
Lawn Food ..... . .. . . (10-8-3) . . . (ureaform organic nitrogen) 
Lawn Food .... . . . . .. (25-5-10) . . . (with Nitroform''', the slow-release nitrogen ) 
Organic. . . . . ... (4-6-2) .... . .. . (100% natural organic nitrogen) 
Weed and Feed .. . ... (10-6-4) . . . (lawn fertilizer with 2,4-D and Silvex) 
Crabgrass Ki ller . . . . .. (10-6-4 l . (lawn fertilizer with pre-emergence crabgrass killer) 
Plus-a complete line of wild bird feed and cage bird seed. 
CALL OR WRITE NOW FOR PRICE LIST 
cm THE STANFORD PO. Box 230/ Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462/ Phone (215) 825-1240 SEED COMPANY PO. Box 366/Buffalo, N. Y. 14240/ Phone (716) 825-3300 15 CONVENIENTLY LOCATED PLANTS AND WAREHOUSES 
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)l~cause he has three of his best specimen trees with ax 
disease. The trees cannot be replaced. 
Minibikes are a favorite. They drive everywhere. 
You would think that they had a homing device because 
they always seem to end up ripping the tees and greens. 
In the latter months when the first frost hits, the bikes 
really do a good job. 
Cars and snowmobiles also wonder off their trails 
and do a number. No trespassing signs mean nothing. If a 
sign is put up it usually ends up on the ground. He told me 
that a sign was put up in a tree so they couldn't get at it. 
They cut the tree down. 
Other tidbits of information ; Rain shelters knocked 
down, Water turned on greens and tees left on all night. 
A fifteen thousand dollar snack bar burned down, Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday, teemarkers, pins , are stolen, and 
ballwashers and benches smashed. One weekend can run 
$80.00. 
There are people wondering around the golf course 
all the time. You can't tell friend from fow. They hide in 
the woods and hit when no one is around. One night they 
tricked the super onto a road with flashlights. What he 
didn' t know was that it was a trap. They had boards lined 
across the road with spikes. All four tires were punchered . 
Hiss average loss per year was $9,00 - $12,00. No 
money alotted for vandalism. The club house and pro 
1 shop didn't receive much vandalism. 
Franconia Golf Club. 
Superintendent Bob D. The cups and pins are stolen 
constantly. Divots are taken out of the greens like they 
belong there. The kids like to slide on the greens. They 
had a few motorcyclists come out and perform on #4 
green. A car did a U-turn on #11 green. 
(Continued on Page 18) 
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Use 11,1rg.1 
ACTl-DIONE" 
in your 
Tees 
Greens 
Fairways 
Program 
These proven turf fungicides 
help prevent or eradicate 
Leafs pot Dollarspot 
Rust 
Melting-out 
Brown Patch Fading-out 
Pink Patch Powdery Mildew 
Your golf course looks better and plays 
better when your turf is healthy 
Paul Chechele 
4775 Cambridge Dr., Dunwoody, Georgia 30338 
(404-457-8641) 
-
--Ill J 
1121 WASHINGTON STREET , WEST NEWTON , MASSACHUSETTS 02165 I TELEPHONE : (617) 244-7900 
TORO • .REEL, ROTARY. GANG MOWERS. TRACTORS, SNOW THROWERS. UNDERGROUND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS• 
MILORGANITE FERTILIZER• FUNGICIDES• HERBICIDES• INSECTICIDES• RYAN TURF TOOLS• 
GIANT LEAF VACS •BLOWERS AND TRUCK LOADERS 
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Benches are always making there way to the pond. 
You can be playing a great round of golf banging in all 
sorts of long putts and on one hole pull s - - - out of the 
hole with your ball. 
Ballwashers and signs are destroyed. Ballwashers are 
stolen to clean balls picked out of the pond. Eventually 
they are sold back to the pro shop. 
One day a horse got its directions screwed up and put 
some different markings on some of the greens. 
The maintenance building has been robbed. The 
Club house has an alarm but they break in anyway. 
Specimen trees have been destroyed. Some of the 
nicer birches set on fire. 
Forty pins with flags stolen. July 4th they've gotten 
into the habit of blowing up cups. Love making usually 
happens on #16, 18, 15 greens. 
The Springfield Parks Department has $100,00 dam-
age per year. Elmcrest story told by Bob D. They used 
pitchforks and took sod away. #12, and 9 greens with gas 
wrote - - - -you. They did $10,000 worth of damage. 
Mt. Snow Vt., Super. Bob M. 
Bob said that he has been at the club for ten years and 
never had any vandalism until this year. He had some 
batteries and some gas stolen, along with the maintenance 
building being broken into. Joy riding with golf carts was 
a popular sport. The vandals would take the carts out and 
ride on the greens, tees, in the traps and demolish them 
like a demolition derby. 
Pins and water coolers were stolen. Dimes and nails 
were put in some of the greens to screw up the greens 
mowers. One night on a cool frosty night someone went 
for a joy ride in the four wheel drive truck. 
Deer Jacking was attempted by hiding in traps . A 
few times trucks came right out to the course and cut fire-
wood to sell. Xmas trees were also borrowed from the 
club. 
Bob said that cross country skiing helped save $2-
3,000.00. The club also made ten percent from the deal. 
Stanley Park Westfield Ma., Super., Louie L. 
Louie says there isn't much vandalism there due to a 
lot of natural fences like screen plantings. They also have 
a few big gates around the entrance. 
Last year a restroom was vandalized. The window 
was smashed, the light was broken and the toilet smashed. 
Total of $2,000.00. 
Greenwich Country Club Super.; Leo J. 
Leo told me about vandalism on the different golf 
courses he has been associated with. 
Leo had the basics at Lake Wright like driving on 
greens with cars and some out of the ordinary butes like 
writing on a 12,000 ft. sq. green with gas in broad daylight 
F - - - y- -. What was beautiful about this was that it hap-
pened the day of the Ladies Open. Leo cut the words out 
with a sod cutter and fixed it up , leaving the pin in front 
of the green. 
Motorcycles and trail bikes had a habit of getting on 
the course. One night he caught a sports car on the course. 
Leo had two entrances with huge anchor chains in the 
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entrances. One was let down because he was watering 
~:md they got in. Joe had his truck with him, so he couldn't 
4 \_ 
really get around. He parked his truck and went over and 
pulled up the chain. The car ran into the chain and hit the 
front tires. There were two girls and two boys. They did 
$5,000.00 worth of damage. The anchor chain that was 
used had links that were six inches in diameter. 
Utica N.Y. 
One night he caught two young people doing there 
thing by the pool. He also caught them making love by the 
maintenance shed. They ran away leaving their clothes 
behind. 
Fool proof system for Vandalism. Shepards and 
Doberman were used in this system. These dogs came 
from a Canine School that was right next to the golf course. 
The course put up an eight foot fence all around the 
course, at a cost of $15,000.00. The fence meant nothing 
to the vandals . . They would just cut their way through 
and do their thing. The Golf Course took there problem 
to the Police and they said that they could use the dogs. 
Another fence was put up at a cost of $15,000.00 but three 
feet from the other fence . Twenty dogs were let free in-
side that three foot path inside the two fences . If anyone 
got caught there the dogs would detain them until help 
arrived. The first night they caught six people, nineteen 
years old and down. Two more were caught next week. 
The following week the word go out and no more vanda-
' , lism. The first year the vandals did $40,000.00 worth of 
damage. This was the the Lake Wright Golf Course. 
Greenwich Golf Course 
There is usually just small stuff until school starts in 
September. The number one problem is breaking golf 
carts. In four years at Greenwich, Leo has had zero luck 
catching them. There is usually $3,000 - $4,000.00 on the 
greens alone. 
They ~sually follow a pattern of stealing 3-6 carts and 
A little personal touch. 
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ride on the greens, tees, in the traps and then have a de-
molition Derby, completely destroying the carts. For this 
evaluation the club house would be tapped for beer. 
The most recent vandalism of March 75 was when 
they cut cables then locked the maintenance building and 
screwed up the seed, fertilizer and destroyed some 
benches that had nuts and bolts stored in them. The Ditch-
witch was started and run right through the wall. 
Parks Dept. Two buildings were burned down. Cars 
ride on the ball fields. This damage is caused by high class 
kids , usually if caught the parents are able to get them out 
of it. 
One last incident was when the compressor was de-
stroyed for the hockey rink melting all the ice for the state 
playoffs. 
Albany Country Club. Super.; J. Smith 
The usual vandalism of driving on the course with a 
real nice thick frost for starters. A battery charger was 
stolen, along with teemarkers, pins, and Turf School 
Books with drafting equipment. 
What took the cake that year was right after the 
Northeast Superintendents Association had there outing 
at the course, a teenager drove a 3/4 ton Ford truck across 
#10 green. About a month and a half later a small car did 
the same thing. The total for the year was $2,000.00. 
Cited in this brief survey of vandalism were damages 
ranging from $2,000 to 1,000,000 dollars . The latter was 
a Springfield Park System and " low man on the totem 
pole" was Stanley Park from Westfield. 
There is no quick and easy solution to vandalism, 
for it is a "PEOPLE PRESSURED DISEASE" that is 
generally caused by circumstances beyond the Super's 
control. I've found that one thing to keep in mind is 
actions taken to check vandalism, for over-reaction on 
the Super's part may cause increased damage by the 
vandals. 
What you see is self explanatory. This is what I meant by running over the tenth green with 3/4 ton Ford. 
This picture I took in the morning going by the green to 
work. I was just baffled, dumbfounded or whatever adj. 
that you can think of. 
Techniques in bringing this tragedy back to normalcy. 
(Continued on Page 20) 
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A few weeks later. 
University of Massachusetts 
Turfgrass Research Fund 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the 
following for their generous contribution to the Massachu-
setts Turf and Lawn Grass Council and apologize to those 
we have failed to mention. 
Research Contributions (12/11/74 - May 30, 1975) 
Winchester Country Club, Winchester, MA 
The Kittansett Club, Marion, MA 
Longmeadow Country Club, Longmeadow, MA 
Foxborough Country Club, Foxboro, MA 
Worcester Country Club, Worcester, MA 
Edgewood Golf Course, Southwick, MA 
Cape Cod Turf Managers Assoc. 
Mohawk Valley GCSA 
Quaboag Country Club, Palmer, MA 
Oakley Country Club, Watertown, MA 
North Andover Country Club, N. Andover, MA 
Charles River Country Club, Newton Center, MA 
Mt. Pleasant Golf Club, Lowell, MA 
The Farms Country Club, Wallingford, CT 
Weston Golf Club, Weston, MA 
Dedham Golf & Polo Club, Dedham, MA 
Arello, Inc. , Holden, MA 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$ 50.00 
$100.00 
$ 50.00 
$100.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 20.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 
Sil Paulini, Inc., Natick, MA 
Berkshire Hills Country Club , Pittsfield 
Long Island GCSA 
East Mountain Country Club, Westfield, MA 
Bellevue Golf Club, Melrose, MA 
Amherst Golf Club, Amherst, MA 
Woodland Golf Club, Auburndale, MA 
Eli Lilly and Co. 
Stockbridge Turf Club 
1975 Winter School 
Gregory Graham 
Robert Clark 
John Westrand 
Anthony Grasso 
John Lynch 
Grant T. Ward 
Robert Capstick 
Paul O'Leary 
Mike Leari 
Charles Martineau 
$ 75.00 
$100.00 
$500.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
$100.00 
$500.00 
$200.00 
$100.00 
$ 25.00 
$ 20 .00 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 10.00 
$ 20.00 
$ 75.00 
$ 75.00 
Join Your Massachusetts 
Turf and Lawn 
Grass Council 
For more information write: 
Mass. Turf and Lawn Grass Council 
attn.: Dr. Joseph Troll 
RFD #2, Hadley, Mass., 01035 
The Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council is a 
non-profit corporation. Its officer derive no benefits except 
the satisfaction of keeping Massachusetts and its neighbors 
first in turf. It was founded on the principle of "Better Turf 
Through Research and Education ." We must support our 
University to accomplish this, and we can with a large and 
strong Turf Council. 
Membership is not restricted to Massachusetts resi-
dents or turf professionals alone, all are welcome to take 
part. Write today. 
Our advertisers' contributions help make it possible for us to give you interesting issues of TURF BULLETIN. 
We shall appreciate your mentioning to them that you saw their advertising in our columns. 
